Important! Concerning Demons’ Names

Since I have been studying Hebrew, the quotes below now makes sense and are clear. I just ran across this a few minutes ago on Astaroth's webpage:

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astaroth.html

This is pretty serious:

"Although Sidon is respected, it could not be forgotten that her goddess was Ashtart, a name the Israelite scribe wrote with the five consonants 'strt', and vocalized them by the vowels of the familiar Hebrew word for "shame," making the Sidonian goddess appear in the bastard form Astoreth."

–Excerpt from "Recovering Sarepta, A Phoenician City by James B. Pritchard, 1978

"Of the various spellings of the name, Astarte, is found the Tel Amara letters. The Hebrew Astoreth arose when the rabbinical school of the Massoretes in the sixth century decided to adopt a conventional system to compensate for the lack of vowels in written Hebrew, and at the same time to insert in the names of foreign divinities the vowels from the word 'boshet', meaning abomination."

-Excerpt from "Who's Who Non-Classical Mythology by Egerton Sykes, 1993

Hebrew is purposely written without vowels. The vowels are the vibrations of power. I already explained in another post how the Jews, being as nefarious and deceptive as they are did this purposely, as for one to be really fluent in Hebrew, in most cases, one grew up speaking the language; in other words, a Jew.

To fully explain the two above quotes, the Jews replaced the original vowels for our Gods with imposter vowels, corrupting their names. The original Demon names are words of power. “bastard form” means “corrupted” in this case.

My point for posting this is ALWAYS- if any vibration or mantra makes you feel uncomfortable or if you notice anything negative, then STOP immediately. I don’t care what it is. I have written this numerous times in JoS articles and sermons regarding meditation, witchcraft, etc. I remember vibrating the name of a Demon many years ago and it didn’t feel right so I stopped. Just know many of the names of our Gods have been purposely corrupted.
Satan brings knowledge as we go along. I had to learn Hebrew to understand this. If you ever have any negative experiences with a new mantra, you can neutralize them with vibrating the mantra for the Sun "SURYA" SUUU-RR-YAH or "RAUM" RR-AHH-UUU-MMM.

[Be sure to roll your R's] several times and clean your aura:

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html

As we advance, Satan will reveal more to us, as the corruption is extensive to an extreme.

Again, I repeat myself- for those of you who are having difficulty putting Christianity and related programs behind you, take the time to study and read through the Joy of Satan website, www.exposingchristianity.com and the information in http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm

Christianity has been completely and thoroughly exposed for what it is- a total hoax and lie. There shouldn’t be any more doubts. Knowledge is the key to everything and Satan represents knowledge. Satan has given us this knowledge, so show him some respect by reading through it, studying and also if you are able to, sharing this with others.

In addition to Christianity and Islam being total hoaxes, they are spiritual tyranny. Like political tyranny [Jewish communism] which has murdered well past the 100 million mark, spiritual tyranny has done the same with human souls that have been coerced or have fallen into the trap of the enemy.

Satan/Lucifer has always been known for REBELLION AGAINST TYRANNY.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

www.joyofsatan.com
The destruction of Astaroth's Temples

For anyone watching world affairs, we all have seen what the ISIS savages have been doing to all the temples they pass. Obviously, ISIS is our Goddess and this is beyond any doubt that the jews behind this have named this organization to blaspheme her. As everyone knows, the kikes never lose an opportunity to make everything around or within Paganism/Satanism look bad in every sense. They are going a "religious revolution of spreading monotheism" and these islamic savages are doing what their jew-cousins in xianity have been doing some centuries ago. This has been going on in the East quite a while and everyone knows the kikes have incited war after war in the Middle Eastern regions. People there cannot find peace and whole Races are getting relentlessly attacked by the jews. They are "goy" (animals) for slaughter after all, according to them. Also, the jews are "entitled" to their land by this fable book they have put the world under, namely the "bible". This in short has stirred up much pressure in the middle east for around 65 years. People can never have peace with one another.

Basis of everything these prelithic monkeys are, are all in these "books" or around these "books". All these were created by and influenced by jews for hundreds of years. There has been a backlash in the Islamic region, but thing is, the ISIS and other so called organizations of that nature are jewish funded and operated, head to toe. The kikes always want to be on the end of the "defender" and of the "good". They did the same in 9/11 to get the US involved in their ethnic cleansing operation in the Middle East, which is beyond any doubt and the whole American continent screams about this. This here is no different. "Terrorism" which they cultivate, pay for and create, has been their most potent weapon to get everyone to feel sorry for them and help them in anyway possible, or to tie them in to their shit.

They destroy the Pagan religions and all knowledge of people, keep them from advancing and de-evolve them by thousands of years, inject their jewish books, then they play the victims on the results of their old, while they get huge profits for doing that, so they can advance even further. Thats the way the jews work with these things as history has proven.

The jews have created "christianity" which destroyed Europe, the Mediterranean, the US, many others, did the Slave trade which destroyed the African Continent, invented and cultivated Islam which destroyed the East and also corrupted the religions of the Buddhists and other spiritual religions and cultures of the Chinese,
Japanese etc. Communism that has turned China into a cutthroat country is also their invention and so forth. They have also completely wiped out other Races, directly or indirectly. They are now staging the invasion of hundreds of immigrants to Europe, while they have Europe by the balls and in a policy that simply lets everyone get in. Through this they seek to destroy all these Races and also, they are trying to get Europe involved into their "terrorist" trick they are pulling off, while also destroying Europe and the Europeans. Things are quite simple when you see the jews. When you do not, or choose not to understand, there is no way all this can be "connected" upon a base of understanding. All seems like a coincidence. Read the fucking Talmud, the protocols of the elders of Zion, then "coincidence" gives place to "fact". Coincidences are for those who aren't spiritually aware. Satan opens our eyes and we see for ourselves. The jews have used this "immigration" policy and Racial infiltration since the Ancient times, with Moses being the paradigm in the bible, as others, who supposedly infiltrated Egypt and then destroyed the Egyptians while stealing all their knowledge etc, with which they destroyed their host and put them to death. These methods of Racial Warfare, erasing the past, working everything always behind the scenes unless they have absolute power, these are all jewish ways of action.

Also, the Nazis have stated again and again, that the problem that the Western World would face, would be massive immigration, the Islamic threat and so forth. These were nothing less than prophecies. According to Adolf Hitler, there were some things that would happen in the next century, such as the destruction of America from within, due to Racial Warfare (the jewish media are pushing Racial warfare and the Blacks against Whites, more than ever etc), the invasion from the East (this is already happening), the Unification of Europe (this has already happened by the kikes are working overtime to destroy and bastardize Europe to no end, by their distant jewish hands), among other things. You need to keep your eyes open and remember that the values Satan and the Gods are giving us are not only leading to a better life, but to better our communities and so forth. Its up to you to fight these parasitic infidels that are doing this muppet show to destroy Humanity, so they can rule over a kingdom of shit and idiots.

Now getting back to the Temple of Astaroth. I don't want to make many mentions, other than you can direct energy to Satan and Lilith or Astaroth herself. Let her know that we will always remember her and that Humanity will not forget. These savages might destroy our physical monuments, but the Gods are, were and will forever be alive. Lady Astaroth protects many people from our Groups and many other Satanists and she is a very Beautiful, Kind and Great
Goddess, for those she guards and also anyone in her request. The first and foremost you can do to give back to Her, is raising energy to send to the Powers of Hell and also working to destroy these rats of "gawd" by spiritual means, because the Powers of Hell are involved all together into this effort. They haven't and will never give up on us or quit, no matter how many hundreds of years, the Gods are eternal and the enemy will pay the bill. Also, you can send energy directly to Satan and Lilith in the request that this is given to Astaroth, or for those that can do this, to Astaroth directly, as a gift.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Re: Enraged over destruction of Astaroth's Temple, etc.

I already replied to a post on this, but another thing I want to add here... When I was very new to Satanism, one of the things our Gods impressed upon me was they did not want humanity to “forget them.” In other words, not know they ever existed. I wrote my best at the time in the Demons’ section of the JoS and how our people should promote our Gods in any way they can. IN songs, art work, band names and other things I suggested at that time in return for favors granted to us from our Gods.

Jehovah’s Witnesses have take steps in eliminating all of the holidays such as Xmas and Easter, even celebrating one’s birthday. This is because all of these holidays, as they will openly admit are Pagan. Other fundamentalist xian sects [xian = Christian for those who are new here] work to remove all of the Pagan celebrations and traditions from these holidays and replace them with that scumbag Nazarene; attacking Santa Claus, gift-giving, Easter Eggs, the Easter Bunny etc. There are even xian placards that state “Easter is not about the Easter Bunny” for instance. Many are also deceived with the Jewish communist agenda that promotes atheism. Truth be known, communist countries are not all that harsh towards xianity and related Jewish filth. The end goal though is to remove all of the xian crap because it comes with the Pagan baggage. Xianity still has not completely disconnected itself from the STOLEN Pagan holidays, mala beads and many other things, as xianity has nothing of its own.

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/STOLEN_YEAR.htm

This here is exceptionally blatant. All of the truth and history is systematically being removed and replaced with lies, the most blatant ones being the Bible and the Koran. When all evidence is gone through deliberate destruction, the Jews are then at liberty to seal their agenda. An atheist knows nothing of spirituality and is helpless to fight back against forces he/she does not even believe to exist, let alone know how to. The Jews then become “God.” Anyone who poses a serious threat is dealt with through their version of black magick- child sacrifice...Jewish ritual murder.

All evidence is destroyed and the Jews replace it all with their lies. Like I already wrote, the Bible is very blatant as is the Koran.

One of the most important messages I ever received from our Gods is “Never let them forget us.” If we forget our True Gods and where we come from, then all is lost...

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

www.joyofsatan.com